
Engineers Without Borders 2016/2017 Presidential Vision 

 Hi Everyone! A lot of you may know me as Fuz, however my name is actually Mahfuzur 

Muhith and I want to be your next Engineers Without Borders McMaster President. My 

involvement with EWB began in my second year when I joined the Global Engineering team. As 

a general member of the GE team, I helped develop and run workshops, introduce a community 

involvement initiative to the Engineering faculty, and was the fundraising representative for the 

2013 Global Engineering Conference. In my third year, I was elected to be the Vice-President for 

Global Engineering. Once again I had the opportunity to do great things with the GE team, only 

this time I was in a leadership role. I gained experience from recruiting general members to putting 

together a team through an application and interview process to plan and execute GEC 2014.  

My role this year has shifted as I am the current Vice-President Fundraising. One of the 

highlights of my third year of being involved with the chapter has been partnering with the Toronto 

Pro chapter for the annual Run to End Poverty. This year we raised more money than we have the 

past few years and were able to build a great relationship with the Toronto chapter. I’ve also had 

the privilege of attending two National Conferences, where not only have I been able to expand 

my knowledge of EWB and the work we do as an organization, I’ve also been able to connect with 

so many different people from different chapters across Canada. Due to my experience and 

involvement with EWB for the past three years, I believe I would be a great candidate to continue 

the progress of this chapter and be your President for the 2015-2016 school year.  

Why do I want to be President? This was a question I had been asking myself for the past 

few months. The obvious reason was the fact the it would be the next logical step considering I’d 

be coming back to McMaster for my final year of my undergrad. However, I needed a more 

concrete answer as to why I would want to lead this chapter. That answer came to me about two 

weeks ago after the 2016 National Conference. People have great ideas and EWB invests in people. 

I would love to replicate that here at McMaster. I want to be able to create an open space for 

general members to come up with ideas and have the support they need to bring their ideas to life. 

To do this, I realized we need a change in the way the chapter is executed. I have come up with a 

new chapter structure that will enable new and existing members to continue developing the 

current ideas and projects we have, while expanding on new ones without having large 

responsibilities that are associated with being an executive.  

After evaluating chapter structures from other universities and gaining feedback from 

current chapter members, I have come up with a new chapter structure that condenses the core 

executive team and opens up a large space for ideas and projects. The new structure would include 

the President, eight executive positions including the Returning Junior Fellow, and numerous 

Director positions. These Director positions will be action based and allow the current action based 

teams (i.e. Global Engineering, Fair Trade, Advocacy, etc.) to expand their projects and have 

multiple leaders. The Directors would not have executive responsibilities, rather they would be 

solely focused on their teams and projects. It would also open up the possibility of having new 

general members with little EWB experience to get involved by heading one of these existing 

projects or leading their own ideas. The current action based executive roles would fall under two 

new positions of which the respective Vice-Presidents would oversee the operations of the teams.  



The chapter restructure also includes a combination of some existing positons and the 

introduction of a new Vice-President Internal position. Most of the positions will only have one 

Vice-President elected for that role. Only two of the positions will have the option of electing Co-

Vice Presidents. A visual representation of the existing and new structures can be seen below:  
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Executive Roles: 

VP Internal: 

 Current VP Administration responsibilities  

 Liaison between general members and rest of the executive and president (i.e. supporting 

General Members with new ideas, questions, concerns, etc.) 

 Responsible for general administration of the EWB office (i.e. keeping it organized, 

making sure there are enough supplies, etc.) 

 Assists president with running at least one skills building session per semester 

 Assists RJF with current VP African Programs responsibilities (i.e. presentations, 

promotions for JF applications, communicating with JF during their placement, etc.) 

VP Communications: 

 Current VP Communication responsibilities  

 Current VP Promotions responsibilities   

VP Finance: 

 Current VP Finance responsibilities  

VP Fundraising: 

 Current VP Fundraising responsibilities  

VP Chapter Engagement:  

 Current VP Member Learning responsibilities  

 Current VP Social responsibilities  

VP Outreach (Can be Co-VP): 

 Global Engineering  

 Youth Engagement 

 Community Engagement 

VP Awareness (Can be Co-VP): 

 Fair Trade 

 Advocacy 

Returning Junior Fellow: 

 RJF responsibilities  

 Assist VP Internal with current VP African Programs responsibilities (i.e. promotions for 

JF applications, organize member learning and public outreach events, bring knowledge 

and awareness about the Junior Fellow program and EWB’s work in Africa to the chapter 

and McMaster community, etc.)  
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Director Roles: 

The following roles would be overseen by the Vice-President Outreach: 

 Director of Global Engineering Conference  

 Director of Global Engineering Curriculum   

 Director of Youth Engagement 

 Director of Community Engagement 

The following roles would be overseen by the Vice-President Awareness: 

 Director of Fair Trade  

 Director of Advocacy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Apart from proposing a new chapter structure, I also have some goals I would like to 

accomplish as President. These goals include: 

1) Chapter Growth and Member Retention 

I have seen our chapter grow quite a bit over the past three years, but there is always room 

for growth. I would love to see our chapter expand and reach out to more non-engineering 

students. Through our Fair Trade and Advocacy initiatives, we are able to reach a wide 

variety of students from different disciplines. It would be even better if we can get a large 

portion of those students to come out to our general meetings and get involved directly 

with our chapter. I would love to see more students of all years and disciplines attend our 

member learning sessions and education based workshops throughout the year, join us for 

our National Conference, and help us expand our chapter presence on campus. 

2) Increasing Campus Presence  

Every undergraduate students pays $0.38 as part of an ancillary fee for our chapter. A 

majority of that money goes towards funding our Junior Fellow every year. This money 

however is not just coming out of the pockets of Engineering students. It’s coming from 

students from all disciplines. Therefore, having a larger campus presence to make students 

aware of where their money is being put towards and what type of work MacEWB is doing 

will help us develop better connections with students from all faculties. Some ideas on how 

we can accomplish this include having more promotional tables at various buildings across 

campus, running international development themed workshops in classrooms from other 

faculties, and using more on campus resources to promote the chapter (i.e. making 

announcements in classrooms for events, using the TV’s in different buildings for 

advertisements, etc.) 

3) Curriculum Enhancement and Faculty Relations 

This past year we had difficulty securing our funding from the Faculty of Engineering. The 

money we receive from the Dean is extremely important because it allows our action teams 

the freedom to develop their projects and ideas. While there were a number of reasons we 

almost lost our funding, our current presidents did a fantastic job in rekindling the 

relationship with the faculty and securing the funding. I would like to continue progressing 

the relationship with the faculty through the work from our Global Engineering team. I 

would also like to put more emphasis on Engineering related projects, such as the GE panel 

and GE Certificate. As heavily discussed at this year’s National Conference, the 

Engineering Change Lab is literally changing the Engineering discipline and I would love 

to bring those elements to McMaster through our chapter and Global Engineering team.  

4) Strengthening the Chapter through Experimentation  

This is an important goal to me because while our chapter is already very strong, I believe 

we have the opportunity to create a space where our members are able to expand their 

ideas. Strengthening the chapter means engaging with new perspectives. The new chapter 

structure and the idea of experimentation would allow that to happen. It would create and 



open space for members to experiment with their ideas and have the support from the 

executive to build a team and expand. For example, if a member wanted to collaborate with 

another faculty or club on campus on a project they would have the opportunity and full 

support to do so. EWB continues to grow and get stronger and I want to see our chapter do 

the same.   

These are just a few of many goals and ideas I have for this chapter. As President, I would have 

the responsibility of supporting the members who take the time to sit at our meetings, share their 

ideas and believe in the work EWB does as an organization. This new structure, combined with 

my goals of growing and strengthening the chapter, will make MacEWB stronger than it’s ever 

been before. EWB has made a huge impact on me through my time here at McMaster. As I head 

into my final year of my undergrad, I would love to make that same impact as President for our 

chapter. If you have any questions, please feel free to email me at muhithmr@mcmaster.ca. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mahfuzur Muhith  


